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1. Introduction. The measure space (Iw,mw) (that is, the product, with
product measure mw, of iv copies of the unit interval /, each with Lebesgue
measure m; w is an arbitrary cardinal) has many desirable properties; for instance, its measure is completion regular [1, p. 230], [4, p. 993], it has the
strong lifting property [8], it has "sufficiently many measure-preserving transfor-

mations" [5], and in fact every endomorphism of its measure algebra can be realized by a surjective point-mapping (as the author expects to show elsewhere).(2)

One would like to assert that an arbitary compact Hausdorff space S with a
"nice" measure ß (say a regular Borel measure with ¡i(S) = 1) has similar
properties; but this is unfortunately not the case, in general.(3) This suggests that
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we try to alter (S, n), in not too drastic a way, into a space that does have the desirable properties. The method adopted here is suggested by an analogous situation in
topology, where it is well known that multiplying a space by a product Rw of copies of the real line tends to "smooth out" the space; under mild assumptions the product becomes homeomorphic to Rw if w is large enough. Analogously we prove
here that, under suitable restrictions on (S, ju), the measure-theoretic product
(S, /i) x (7W,mw) is isometric to (T", mw) if w is large enough; in fact it is enough
to take w to be the weight (that is.the least cardinalof a baseof open sets)of the space S
This theorem is deduced from one that applies to a somewhat different class
of measure spaces and gives a slightly less precise result—that (5, ¡x) x (T*1,mw)
is "pseudo-isometric", in a sense defined below, to (T", mw). It would be interesting to know whether the pseudo-isometry here can be replaced by a genuine
isometry; I suspect that in general this is not possible.
Another way of looking at these results should perhaps be pointed out,
though it is not used in what follows. We can decompose the measure algebra
(E, n) of (S, ¡i) into countably many homogeneous pieces, as in [3] ; the nth
piece is then set-isometric, apart from a scale factor, to the measure algebra of
(Iw", mw") for some cardinal wn. Thus if w is large enough it is clear that
(5, /i) x (/w, mw) is set-isometric to (Iw, mw); and the above theorems assert,
in effect, that here the set-isometry can be realized by a point-mapping.
These theorems, and the techniques used to prove them, can be used to
obtain results (which I hope to publish elsewhere) on lifting and disintegration of
measures for nonseparable spaces.

Notation. A "pseudo-isometry" 0, from a measure space (Sl,Bl,p1)
to a measure space (S2, B2, j^)» is a one-to-one map 0 of Sj onto S2
such that

(1) for each E2eß2,
<Tl(ß2) G Bx and ^~XQS2) = li2(E2);
(2) for each Et G Blt there exists £*, G Bi, differing from Ex by a
fij-null set, such that (t>(E[)G B2.
(Of course (1) shows that we have jUj^i) = Hi(ßt) in (2).) If in (2) we can
always take E\ = Ex then <j>is an "isometry" (= point-isometry in the sense

of [5]).
This definition can be rephrased as follows. Say that a a-field of measurable
subsets of S\ is "full" if it includes at least one member from each measureclass. Then a pseudo-isometry from (S1,Bl,nl)
to (S2,B2,n2) becomes an
isometry if we replace the o-field B, of all n j -measurable sets by a suitable full
sub-rj-field.
The measure space (/Ko, mNo)-that is, the measure-theoretic product of
countably many unit intervals-will arise very often in the course of the work;
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we abbreviate it to (H, M). We shall often use the fact (cf. [11]) that (H, M)
and (/, m) are isometric.
We use [1], [2] as background references for standard measure-theoretic,
topological and Borel-set results.
The general strategy underlying the proof of the main theorem is simple.
We regard S as embedded topologically in a product space Ia , where A is
a suitable index set. For B C A, consider the projection SB of S in IB,
with a measure induced from p in a natural way, and suppose we have a suitable pseudo-isometry of SB x HB onto HB. (Of course, HB is essentially the
same as IB, but it is technically more convenient here.) We "lift" it to a
pseudo-isometry of Sc x Hc onto Hc, where C is B together with one
extra element of A, and continue transfinitely. (Actually a Zorn's Lemma argument will be used, but it comes to the same thing.) We finally reach B = A
and have the desired pseudo-isometry of S x HA onto HA.
However, in carrying out this program, difficulties of detail quickly arise,
largely in connection with measurability. We do not assume that S has a
countable base. Instead, our method for controlling measurability is based on an
idea of H. D. Ursell [10] ; we make systematic use of functions (from SB x /
to I) that are monotone in the second variable (and measurable in the first).
Thus we begin (§2) with a treatment of increasing functions from I to I and
their "pseudo-inverses"; the subject is elementary but I have not seen it considered
from the present point of view before. Next (§3) we discuss measurability
questions for functions from SB x I to /, as mentioned above. Two further
preliminary results are needed. One (§4) is a theorem on strict disintegration of
measures, which may be of independent interest. (It will also furnish the startingpoint for a more general disintegration theorem, as mentioned earlier.) The other
exhibits (§5) an explicit isometry of S x H onto H when 5 is topologically
embedded in /. The existence of such an isometry is well known, but we need it
in explicit form in order to handle measurablity questions later on in the argument.
The main step comes next (§6). In the terminology used above (a
different notation is used in §6) we have Sc C SB x /, with suitably related
measures, and we wish to construct a suitable isometry of Sc x H onto SßxE
For each x GSB, the results of the two preceding sections enable us to deal
with the "section" of Sc over x; we have only to let x vary, combine the
results-and prove measurability. The desired lifting of the pseudo-isometry from
SB x HB —*HB to Sc x Hc —►Hc is then a straightforward consequence
(§7). In §8 we then use Zorn's Lemma to obtain a pseudo-isometry 4> from
S x HA to HA, as required.
In §9 we note a variant of the theorem just proved, obtained by slight
revisions of the argument. The result says essentially that if S is Jw and jlx is
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a Baire probability measure on S, then (S, ¡j) x (Iw, mw) is actually isometric
to (Iw, mw), under a correspondence that takes Baire sets to Baire sets (both ways).

Finally, in §10, we generalize the main theorem (and also the extension
theorem in §7) by considering the situation in which we are given two compact
Hausdorff spaces R, S, a finite Borel measure ju on S, and a continuous map
0 of S onto R. Then 6 induces a measure X on R. Let tt be the projection map of (Ia, mA) onto (IB,mB), where BCA. We show that, for
suitable A and B, the product map 6 x n can be converted by pseudo-isometries into the projection map tt.
The author is indebted to A. H. Stone for some helpful discussions, and for
assistance with some topological details.
2. Monotone functions and their pseudo-inverses. We are concerned here
with monotone maps from one real interval to another; for simplicity we standardize things so that our functions are increasing (= nondecreasing), defined on
the unit interval /, and with values in /. Given such a function /, we define
its "left and right limit functions", /_ and f+, in a slightly unorthodox way,
as follows:

/_(0) = 0; if 0 < t < 1, then fjf) = f(t-) = lim6^0+ f(t - 8);
/+(1) = 1; if 0 < t < 1, then f+(t) = f(t+) = lim^o-H /(/ + «)•
The departure from orthodoxy at 0 and 1 does not affect the familiar
facts: f_,f+
are also increasing functions from / to /; /_ </</+,
and
f_(t) = f(t) = f+(t) for all but (at most) countably many values of t G /, the
"jumps" of / (but it is now easier for 0 and 1 to be jumps); /_ is continuous on the left, and /+ is continuous on the right. Also we have the elementary
but useful property:

(1)

If 0 < t < t' < 1 then f+(t) </_(/')•

If /_</'</+,
where /' is another map from / to /, then /' is
also increasing, and we have f'_ = f_ and f'+ = /+, so that f'_ <f<f'+.
Thus the relation between / and /' here is symmetric, and is easily seen to be
an equivalence relation (on the set of increasing functions from / to I). Given
/, /_ is the smallest member of the equivalence class of /, and /+ is the
largest; the equivalence class of course consists of all /': / —►/ between them.
Thus, on denoting this equivalence relation by ~, we have: if /~/'
then

/_ =/:

and /+ =/;.

In particular, (/_)_ =/_ = (f+)_,(f_)+= f+= (f+)+.

It is easily seen that two increasing maps /, /' from I to I are equivalent if and only if f(t) = f'(t) for all but countably many values of tel.
However, this way of looking at the equivalence relation will not be particularly
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helpful to us. For our purposes, a more fruitful reformulation is a geometrical
one, as follows. Define the "pseudograph" T(/) of an increasing /: / —*■
I

to be the subset

{(s.OI/.CO<*</+(«)} of Ixl.
(Roughly speaking, this is the ordinary graph of / with the jumps filled in by
vertical segments.) Then we have /~/'
if and only if T(/) = T(f').
Given an increasing /: / —* I, if we reflect j?(/) about the diagonal,
forming the set {(s, t)\f_(t) < s </+(0)>
we obtain the pseudograph of another
equivalence class of increasing functions from / to 7; we say these are "pseudoinverse" to / (and to the functions equivalent to /). Reformulating this in
analytic terms, we say that a map g: I —*■
I is pseudo-inverse to a given increasing /: / —►7 (or is "a pseudo-inverse of /") if

(2)

f+(g(p))>P>f-(g(p))

(pel)

or, equivalently, if (for all t, p el)

(3)

t>g(p)~f(t)>p

and t<g(p)*f(t)<p.

If g is pseudo-inverse to /, then (2) shows f(g(p)) = p for all but at
most countably many values of g(p). Further it is easy to see that g must be
increasing, and that (because (3) is really symmetric between / and g) f is
pseudo-inverse to g. From (2) the pseudo-inverses of / depend only on the
equivalence class of / (and so are determined by /_, or by /+). Moreover
the symmetry of the pseudo-inverse relationship shows that /, g are pseudoinverse if and only if

(2')

g+(f(t))>t>gM(t))

(tel),

which depends only on the equivalence class of g.
We define the "upper and lower pseudo-inverses of /" by:

(4)

r(p) - sup it e 7|/(0 < p] = inf [t e /|/(i) > p},

(5)

fjp)

= inf {t e 7|/(0 >p}= sup [t e 7|/(0 < p],

with the conventions sup 0=0,
inf 0 = 1. It is easily verified that /*" and
/«_ are indeed pseudo-inverses of /, and that
,s\

if gt is an arbitrary pseudo-inverse of /,

then g_ = /_

and g+ ■ /*".

This confirms that the pseudo-inverses of / form a single equivalence class,
having /"" as its greatest member and /__ as its smallest member; the pseudoinverses of / constitute precisely all the functions between /*" and /_.
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Again, the symmetry of the pseudo-inverse relation shows that / is a
pseudo-inverse of /*" (and of /<_). Thus (6) gives /_ = (f*~)<_= (/«.)<_,

/+ = try

= (fjf.

(7)

Note that from (1) and (6) we have:

If 0 < p < p ' < 1 then f^(p) <fjp ').

Now, given an increasing /: 7 —*I, we shall decompose the domain of /
into 3 parts, corresponding roughly to: (a) the part for which the pseudograph
r(/) is vertical (that is, / jumps), (b) the part for which T(f) is horizontal
(the intervals on which / is constant), (c) the remaining "good" part, for which
both / and its inverse are well behaved. Formally, we define the "jump set"

/(/)

of / by:

/(/) = {íG7|/_(0</+(0),
and the "set of values of constancy" K(f)
K(f) = {p eI\f~l(p)

of / by:

has more than one point}.

For each p G K(f), f~l(p) is an interval of positive length, which may or may
not include one or both of its endpoints; we denote the closure of this interval
(including both endpoints) by Cl(/~ '(/>)). We note for later use that if / is
continuous on the right then the interval f~x(p) (p G K(f)) certainly contains
its left-hand endpoint, and similarly for the right-hand endpoint if / is continuous on the left.

Clearly if / ~ /'

(8)

we have

/(/) = /(/')

and K(f) = K(f).

Now define the "constancy set" C(f)

of / by:

C(/)= \J{r1(p)\peK(f)}=rl(K(f)),
and the "extended constancy set" C (/)

of / by:

c'(f)=\J{Ci(ri(p))\peK(f)}.
It is easy to see that

(9)

C(/)CC'(/)CC(/)U/(/),

and that the restriction f\I - C(/) is strictly increasing (and hence one-to-one).
If / ~ /' then for each p G K(f) we see that the intervals /" ' (p) and
(/')"! (p) have the same interiors, so

(10)

C'(f) = C'(f').

Further, because K(f) = K(f_) = K(f+) and /_,/+

are continuous on the
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left and right respectively, we see that if p G K(f) then (/_)
contains both endpoints of the interval f~x(p), so that

(11)

l(p)U(f+)

x(p)

C'(f) = C(/_) U C(/+).
Finally we define G(f), the "good set" for /, by

G(f) = I - (/(/) U C'(f)) = 7 - (/(/) U C(f))
(from (9)); from the foregoing, this too depends only on the equivalence class

of /.
Now suppose that g is any pseudo-inverse of the increasing function
/: 7 —►7, for instance g = /*" or /«_. It is easy to verify that

,j2\

^00 = J(f), and for each r G K(g) the interior
of the interval g~x(t) is (/_(0,/+(?))•
But since / is also a pseudo-inverse of g, (12) gives:

(131

K(f) = J(g)> and for each p e K(f) the interior
of the interval f~x(p) is (g_(p),g+(p)) = (U(p),T(p)).

It follows that K(f) and K(g) are countable sets (as is also clear directly).
A straightforward verification now shows that, // / and g are mutually
pseudo.-inverseincreasingfunctions from I to I, the restriction of f to G(f)
is a continuous, strictly increasing map of G(f) onto G(g); the inverse map
is the restriction g\G(g) (which is also, of course, a continuous and strictly
increasing map of G(g) onto G(f)). In particular, f\G(f)
and g\G(g) are
genuinely inverse.
We shall later need the identity (for increasing /: 7 —►7):

(14)

/(7) = (7 - U {[/_(0, /+«] I»e/(/)}) u/(/(/)) u Kify
To prove this, take an arbitrary pseudo-inverse g of /; then

f(I)=f(G(f))

U /(/(/)) U/(C(/))

= G(g)U /(/(/)) UK(f)
= (7 - (/fe) U C'(g)))U /(/(/)) U K(f),
and the result follows from (12) and (13).
Finally, we note that all the sets considered here-7(/), K(f), C(f),
C'(f) and G(/)-are Borel sets in 7. For J(f) and K(f) (= /(/"))
are
countable; hence C(f) and C'(f) are Fa sets, and G(f) is Gs.
3. Some lemmas on measurability.

3.1. Suppose that X, Y, Z are arbitrary sets, and that B(X), B(Y),
B(Z) are given a-fields of subsets of X, Y, Z respectively. Wedefine B(X x Y)
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to be the product a-field B(X) x B(Y)-that is, the a-field of subsets of X x Y
generated by the sets A x B (A G ß(X), B G B(îO)-and define B(X x Z)
similarly. A function /: X—* Y is said to be B-measurable if f~x(B) G B(X)

for all B G B(Y); and similarly we define the B-measurability of F: X x Y —►Z
and of F: X x Y —►X x Z (requiring, for instance, that F'X(D) G B(X x Y)
for all D e B(X x Z)). Then we have:
If F : X x Y —*Z is B-measurable,and F: X x Y —►X x Z is defined
by F(x, y) = (x, F(x, y)), then F is B-measurable.
For it suffices to show that F'X(A x C)e B(X x Y) for all A G B(X)

and C e B(Z); but F~X(A xC) = (A x Y) n F~l(C) G B(X x Y).
3.2. Now we specialize by taking Y = Z - I, the unit interval, with B(7)
= the usual a-field of Borel subsets of 7. Suppose F: X x I —►I satisfies the
following conditions:

(1) For each rG7,
B-measurable.

the map F*:X—*-l, where F\x) = F(x, t), is

(2) For each xex,
the map Fx: I —*■
I, where Fx(t) = F(x, t), is
increasing (that is, nondecreasing).
(3) Either (a) Fx is continuous on the left (that is, Fx(t -) = 7^(0 for

0 < t < 1) for all xex,

or

(b) Fx is continuous on the right for all x e X.
Then we show(4):

Theorem. F is B-measurable; and consequently (by the remark in 3.1)
so is F: X x I —y X x I, where F(x, t) = (x, F(x, t)).
First suppose condition (3a) is satisfied (as well as conditions (1) and (2)).
Fixing an arbitrary pel,
it will be enough to show that the set E =

{(je, t)\x ex, tel,

F(x, t) < p} is in B(X x I). For each x G X, define

^(x) = sup{tei\F(x,

t)<p},

with the conventions sup 0 = 0, inf 0 = 1 as before; note that {•(•*)=
(FxT(p), in the notation of §2. The first step is to show that |: X—*I is
B-measurable. For each rational p G 7, put Xp ■ {x eX\F(x, p) <p}; from
(1), X e B(X). Put g = p times the characteristic function of Xp, and

define g: X —*■
I by
g(x) = sup {gp(x)\p rational, 0<p<l}

(x G X).

Clearly gp is B-measurable; hence so is g. But it is not hard to see from (2)
that g = |, which is therefore B-measurable.
(4) This theorem generalizes results of Ursell [10].
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and, for n = 1, 2, • • • and

k = 1,2, •••,«,
7/fc„= {* G X|(fc - 1)/« < Ç(jc)< k/n},
Wkn = Hkn x [0,*/*].

We verify that

(*)

E=(EQ x7)n Ó Ü Wkn.
n=l

fc=l

In fact, if (x, t) G E then r < £(x); also, by (2), we have F(x, 0) <
F(x, 0 < P, so (x, t)eE0

x 7. For each n = 1, 2, • • •, there is at least one
integer k such that 1 < k < n and (k - \)/n < (•(*) < k/n. Thus x G 77fcn
and t<k/n,
so (x, i)e ^„> proving that (x, t) is in the set on the right

of (*). Conversely, if (x, t) is in that set, we take for each n = 1, 2, • • • a
corresponding k for which (x,t)ewkn;
that is, (k - \)/n < %(x)<k/n
and t<k/n.
This shows that t<%(x) + 1/n for all n, proving that t < £(x).
If r = 0, we have T^x, 0 = E(x, 0) < p (because x G E0), showing (jc, 0
G E. So we may assume 0 < t < £(■*) (^ !)• From (2) we have F(x, t) <
F(x, %(x)), which in turn < p because of condition (3a). Thus again (x, f) G E.
From (*) it is clear that E G B(X x I), as required.
3.3. Now suppose F satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3b). Fixing a positive integer n for the present, we define

7„(0 = min (t + 1/n, 1)

(fG7),

HR(x, 0 = Fx(rn(t) -) = glim+ F(x, rn(t) - 5).
From the fact that F satisfies conditions (1) and (2), it follows that Hn satisfies (1), (2) and (3a); we omit the verification of this, which is straightforward.
Hence the foregoing shows that 77^ is B-measurable. So, therefore, is infn 77n;
but another routine verification shows that (because F satisfies condition (3b))

inf„ Hn(x, t) = F(x, 0 if 0 < t < 1, and from this and (1) the measurability
of F follows easily.
3.4. We remark (cf. [10, p. 330]) that condition (1) above can be weakened; it suffices that it hold for a dense set of values of r including 0 in case
(a), 1 in case (b). This is shown by the proof, where the rational numbers
could equally well be replaced by a countable dense subset of the dense set in
question; but it also follows from the observation that the original form of
condition (1) is an easy consequence of the weakened form of it, in the presence
of conditions (2) and (3).
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However, the continuity condition (3) is essential.(s) For example, suppose

X = 7, and in 7 x 7 let 7*= {(x, i)\x + t > 1}, and let Q be an arbitrary
non-Borel subset of the segment {(x, t)\x + t = 1}. Then the characteristic
function F of P U Q satisfies (1) and (2), and moreover Fx is continuous on
one side or the other for each x; but F is not B-measurable.
3.5. Now suppose F: X x I —*I satisfies condition (2) above: each
Fx: I —>7 is increasing (x G X). We apply the considerations of §2 to f=Fx,
adopting the following notation. F_(x, t) denotes (Fx)_(t); that is,

F_(x, 0) = 0 and F_(x, t) = lim6_0+ F(x, t - 8) for 0 < t < 1. Similarly
F+(x, 0 denotes (Fx)+(t), and we write F_(x, t) for (Fx)_(t) and
F*~(x, 0 for (Fx)*~(t). In other words, x plays a purely passive role throughout. Analogously we define the "jump set" of F by

J*(F) = {(x, OU G J(FX)}= {(x, t)\F+(x, t) > F_(x, t)}
(where it is understood that x G X and t G 7), and (where p G 7)

K*(F) = {(x, p)\peK(Fx)}
= {(x,p)\(Fx)-x(p)
C*(F) = {(x, OU G C(FX)} = F-X(K*(F)),

has >2

points},

the "constancy set" of F, where F is defined as in 3.1,

C'*(F) = {(x, t)\tec'(Fx)},
the "extended constancy set" of F, and

G*(F) = {(x, OU G G(FX)}= (XxI)-

(J*(F) U C'*(F)),

the "good set" for F.
The results of §2 apply immediately to these sets and functions; one merely
has to think of x as being fixed. Thus, for instance, (F*~Y~ = F+, J (F) =

K*(F<~) = 7*(7v), and so on.
The principal goal of this section is the following result.

Lemma. Suppose F: X x 7 —*■
I satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of 3.2
above; then all the functions F_, F+, F*~, F«_ and sets J*(F), K*(F), C '*(F)
and G*(F) are B-measurable.
(We remark that condition (1) could be weakened, as noted above. Note
that condition (3) is not assumed, and that nothing is said about C*(F).)(6).
(s)

For B-measurability

Lebesgue measurability,
(6) An adaptation
B(A" x /) in general.

of F.

As shown in [10],

for instance when

(3) is not needed to ensure

X = /.

of the example in 3.4 shows that

C*(F)

need not be in
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Proof. Clearly F_ also satisfies conditions (1) and (2), and in addition
it satisfies (3a). So, by the theorem in 3.2, F_ is B-measurable. Similarly, so
is F+ (which satisfies (3b)). To see that F*~ is B-measurable, we show that
it satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3b). Condition (1) has been verified in 3.2,
in showing that % was B-measurable; for %(x)= (Fx)*~(p) = F*~(x, p) (with p
fixed but arbitrary). Condition (2) is clear, because for each fixed x G X,
F*~(x, p) is an increasing function of p. And from equation 2 (6) we see that
F*~(x, p) = (F<_(x,p))+ and is thus (for each fixed x G X) continuous on the

right, so (3b) holds. Similarly F+_ is B-measurable.
Since F+ and F_

are B-measurable, it is clear from the definition of

7* that J*(F)e B(X x I). Again, §2 shows that K*(F) = 7*(T~)> and
thus K*(F) e B(X x I).
It follows that if F happens to be B-measurable,then F~*(K (F)) G
B(X x 7)-that is, C*(F) is then in B(X x I). But, whether or not F is
B-measurable, we have seen that F_ and F+ are. Hence C*(F_) and
C*(F+) are in B(X x I). Their union is just C*(F), from equation 2(11),

which proves C'*(F) G ß(X x 7). Finally,

G*(F) = (X x I) - (J*(F) U C'*(F)) e B(X x I).
Remark. From §2, the restriction F\G*(F) coincides with both
F_\G*(F) and F+\G*(F), and so is B-measurable;and it is a bijection of G*(F)
onto G*(F^) = G*(F+_); the inversemap is F~\G*(F*-) = FJG*(F"),
which is likewise B-measurable.
3.6. We need one further elementary result:
Suppose f:X—*I
is B-measurable;then the sets {(x, t)\x G X, tel,
t </(*)} and {(x, t)\xex,tei,t
</(*)} are both in B(X x I).
This is easy to prove directly, but it can be deduced from 3.2 as follows.
Let R denote the real line, and define G: X x R —>R by G(x, t) = f(x) - t.
The theorem of 3.2 (which applies if R replaces 7, with substantially the
same proof) shows that G is B-measurable; then G~x(0, °°) G ß(X x R), and
the intersection of this set with X x I is therefore in B(X x I). But this
intersection is {(x, t)\x G X, t G 7, t < fix)}. The proof for the second
set is similar.
4. A disintegration theorem.
4.1. Throughout this section, 7? is a compact Hausdorff space, S is a
closed (hence compact) subset of R x 7 such that the projection map
ir. R xI—*R maps S onto all of 7?, and p is a regular Borel measure on
5, with p(S) = 1, completed with respect to null sets. We use the following
notation. B(7Î), B(7? x 7), B(S), B(7) denote the respective families of Borel
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subsets of R, R x I, S, I. (This is consistent with the notation of 3.1;
B(R x I) coincides with the product a-field B(R) x B(I), because 7 has a
countable base of open sets.) For each r G R and P CR x I, we put
Pr = {te I\(r, t)eP},
so that {r} x Pr is the "section" P n 7r_1(/-), which
we denote by Pr. The restriction n\S is denoted by 0; thus Sr = {r} xJr =

d-x(r).
We define a Borel measure X on 7? (easily seen to be regular and complete
with respect to null sets) by setting X = p • 0_1; that is, \(E) = p(d'x(E)) =
p(S n (E x I)) for Borel (or merely measurable) E CR.

Theorem.

Under the above hypotheses, we can define a Borel measure

pr on each Sr (reR),
in such a way that: (i) pr(Sr)=l,
(ii) for all
PeB(S),
the map r |—>Pr(7Jr) (of R in I) is Borel measurable, (iii) for

each Borel (or measurable) subset A of R, ¡i(P n(,4x

7)) = fA pr(Pr)dX(r).

In particualr, p(P) = JR fir(Pr)d\(r).
Note that this theorem gives a "strict disintegration" in the sense that each
measure pr is defined (in effect) on the corresponding section Sr. It is related
to results in [8] (in particular, [8, Theorem 2, p. 136]), but does not seem to
follow easily from them. The measures pr are automatically regular, because

SrCI.

4.2. Proof.
The proof consists in adapting familiar measure-theoretic
techniques to a less familiar situation. For convenience we extend p to a
regular Borel measure (also denoted by p) on all of 7? x 7, by defining p to
be 0 outside S. For each 77 G B(7? x 7), consider the set function pH on

B(7?) definedby

nH(A) = p(77n (A x I))

(A e B(R));

this is a countably additive measure on 7?, absolutely continuous with respect
to X (and in fact majorized by X). So it has a Radon-Nikodym derivative fH;
in other words, fH is a Borel measurable function on 7? such that, for each

A e B(R),
(1)

p(H n (A x I)) = jA fH(r)dX(r).

This determines fH only modulo X-null sets; we choose one such fH arbitrarily
for each 77. Clearly 0 <fH(r) < 1 a.e. To facilitate printing, we also write

fH(r) as /(77, r).
For each 77 G B(7? x 7), define its "essential projection" by:

p(H) = {reR\f(H,r)>0}.
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We observe that, although n(S n 77) need not be measurable,

(2)

X(p(77)- n(S n 77)) = 0

(77G B(R x 7)).

For the regularity of p shows that there exists an Fa

set F C S O 77

with p(F) = p(5 n 77) = p(77), and it suffices to show that \(p(H) - ir(F)) =
0. But it(F) is a-compact, hence Borel; thus if p(77) - tt(F) is not X-null
it contains a Borel set A of positive X-measure on which /(77, r) is bounded

away from 0. Then

fi(F n (A x 7)) = p(77 n(AxI))=

jA fH(r)d\(r) > 0,

contradicting the fact that F O (A x I) = 0.
Our main object is to arrange, by discarding a suitable null set in 7?, that
/(77, r) behaves for fixed r like a measure on a judiciously chosen family of
sets 77. Let F denote the finitely additive field of subsets of 7 generated by
the (not necessarily open or closed) intervals with rational endpoints, and put

G = {(R x F)\Fe

F}; this is a finitely additive field of Borel subsets of R x 7.

Since G is countable, there is a X-null Borel set NCR

such that, for all r G

R - N, we have:

(3)

f(0, r) = 0, f(S, r)=l=f(R
x I, r), and
0</(G, /•)< 1 for all G G G;

m

if G[, G2, • • •, Gk are pairwise disjoint members of G,

then /(C7, U • • • U Gk, r) =f(Gv r) + • • • +f(Gk, r);
(5)

for ail GCG, p(G) C n(S U G) U N.

We next wish to extend (4) to certain countable (disjoint) unions. To do,
this, let F'C F be the family of all sets F' expressible as the union of a finite
number of disjoint open rational intervals in 7 (open relative to 7), and let

G'cG be the family of all sets G' = R x F' where F' G F'. We show that,
for each G G G and almost all r CR - N,

(6)

f(G, r) = inf {/((?', r)\G' e G' and G' D G}.

For (4) gives < here. To prove >, note that each F G F is a finite
union of disjoint rational-ended intervals (not necessarily open or closed), and
hence F is expressible as 0{F'n\n

= 1, 2, • • • } where F'n G F' and

F\ D F'2 D • ' •. Thus, given G G G, we have G — Dn G'n where G'nG G' and
Cj D G2 3 • • •. From (4) again, f(G\, r) >f(G'2, r) > • • • ; let
lim«-»» f(G'n, r) = g(r). It will suffice to prove g(r) </(C7, r) a.e. But if not,
there exist e > 0 and a Borel subset A of R - N with X(4) > 0 such that,
for each rCA, g(r)> f(G, r) + e. A routine calculation, using (1), shows
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p((G'n -G)n(A

xl))>

e\(A) for all n. But fi(G'n - G) —*0 as n —»•°°,

giving a contradiction.
Since G is countable, we can enlarge the null set TV to TV' so as to make

(6) hold for aD GeG

and all rGR-N'.

Similarly, on writing G" for the family of all sets 7? x F" where F" is
the union of a finite number of disjoint closed rational intervals (possibly degenerate) in 7, and noting that each F G F is a countable increasing union of sets
like F", we obtain:

(7)

/(G,r) = sup{/(G",r)|G"GG"
and G"CG},
for all G G G and all r G R - N", where TV"(D TV'D TV)
is a X-nullBorel set.
Now we obtain the desired extension of (4):

If G = U¡lj Gt, where GltG2, • • •, and G are in G
(8)

and Gl,G2, • • • are pairwise disjoint, and if r G R - TV",
then f(G,r) = ^1f(Gi,r).

For, given e > 0, we use (6) and (7) to find G\ G G' and G" G G"

suchthat G; 3 G,., G" C G, f(G",r)>f(G,r)-e/2,

and f(G'.,r)<f(Gi,r)+

e/2'+x (i — 1, 2, • • • ; r is fixed for the moment). Since G" is compact
and each G't is open, we have G" C G'j U • • • U G'n for some n. It follows easily

from(4) that f(G", r) <f(G[,r) + ~- +f(G'„,r); thus f(G,r) < 2¡f(Gt, r) + e.
Since e is arbitrary, this proves one inequality in (8); and the other is a trivial consequence of (4).

Now for r G R - TV" and F G F, put TF= F n S,; the family T =
{rF|FG F} is thus a finitely additive field of subsets of Sr. We have:

(9)

If reR -N",Fi,F2
G F and "Fl = rF2, then
/(7?xF,,r)=/(7î
xF2,r).

For let G! = /? x Fj, G2=RxF2;
then /(Gj - G2, r) = 0 since
otherwise r G p(Gj - G2) and therefore (by (5)) there exists r G 7 such that
(r, 0 e (Gt - Gj) n S, But then t G rFj - rF2, which is impossible. Hence,
by (4), /(Gj, r) = /(G, n G2, r). Similarly /(Gt O G2, r) - /(G2, r),
establishing(9).
Because of (9) we can consistently define, for rF G rF and reR - TV",
Hr(rF)=f(R

xF,r),

where F is any member of F such that rF = F O Sr. From (3) we have

p,(0) = 0, p,(S,) = 1, 0 < p,CF) < 1. It is not hard to see from (4) and (5)
that pr is finitely additive. A similar argument, using (8) instead of (4), shows
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that pr is countably additive on rF. Hence pr can be extended to a countably
additive measure (which we still denote by pr) on the a-field of subsets of Sr
generated by T. But this is precisely the a-field B(5r) of all Borel subsets of

Next we define pr when reN".
(Of course this has no measure-theoretic
significance, but some care is needed here to ensure good Borel behavior.) Recall
that, for each reR,
Sr is a compact nonempty subset of 7; let ar be its
smallest member. For each r G TV", take pr to be the corresponding pointmeasure concentrated at ar (that is, if F G B(Sr), then nr(E) =1 if ar G E,
0 otherwise).
4.3. We still have to show that the properties (ii) and (iii) of the theorem
are valid. Let P be the family of all P' G B(R x I) such that the assertions

(ü) and (iii) hold for P = P' n S (and all A G B(F)). It will suffice to show
that P = B(7? x 7). This requires a number of steps.

(a) If FG F, then R x F G P.
Put P = (7? x F) n 5; then, for r eR - TV"we have pr(Pr) =f(R x F, r),
which is a B-measurable function of r on R - TV". But if reN"
we have
pr(Fr) = 1 if (r,ar)ep,
0 otherwise; and since {reR\areF}
is a Borel
set (because ar is a lower semicontinuous function of r) the assertion (ii)

follows. And (iii) follows from (1) since X(TV")= 0.

(b) If Pe V then (Rxl)-Pe?.
For if Ô = (R x I) - P then nr(Qr) = 1 - pr(F,) for all r G R. A
similar but slightly more elaborate calculation shows:

(b') If P, Q G P and QDP, then Q-Pe?.
(c) If Pv P2, ■■- e P and Pl C P2 C • • • then U„ P„ G P.
Here (ii) is immediate, and (iii) follows from the "monotone convergence
theorem" for integrals.

(d) If F,,F2, • • ■G P and F, D P2 3 • • • then f\ P„ G p.
From (b) and (c).
(e). If Py,P2, • ' • are disjoint and Pn G V (n = 1, 2, • • • ) then

U„P„GP.
For if P = U„ F„ we have p/T7) = S„ pr(Pn) for each r£Ä.

(0 If TiG 8(7?) and PC p then P n (B x 7)G p.
For if g = P n (77 x 7) we have pr(ß) = pr(P) xß(r), where Xb is the
characteristic function of B.

(g) If B G B(7Î) and F G F then B x F G F.
From (a) and (f).
(h). If U is open in 7? x 7, then £/G P.
Enumerate the rational open intervals of 7 (open relative to 7) as Wl,
W2, • • •. For n = 1, 2, • • •, let K„ be the set of all reR
having an open
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neighborhood V(r) in R such that V(r) x Wn C U. Then Vn is open, and
it is easy to see that U = U„ (Vn x Wn). From this one sees that U can be
written as the union of a countable disjoint family of sets, each of the form

B x F with B e B(R), F G F. For Vx x H>, is already of the form B x F;
the difference (V2 x W2) — (Vi x Wx) is the union of 2 disjoint sets of this
form (namely (Vt n V2) x (W2 - Wx) and (V2 - Vx) x W2), and so on; at
the nth stage we express (Vn x Wn) - ((F,

x Wt) U • • • U (Vn_l

x FVn_,))

as the union of n disjoint sets of this form. The result (h) now follows from
(g) and (e).
4.4. The desired conclusion P = B(R x I) now follows from the following
lemma (a variant of the "monotone family theorem" [1, p. 27]), which is often
useful in such situations.

Lemma. Let A be a family of subsets of a set X, containing X and
closed under finite intersections. Let P be a family of subsets of X, containing
A and having properties (b') and (e) above. Then P contains the a-field
(of subsets of X) generated by A.
In fact, once the lemma is proved, we have only to apply it to A = family
of open subsets of R x I.
Proof of lemma. Let Q. be the smallest family of subsets of X that
contains A and satisfies (b') and (e) above; it suffices to prove that Q is a

a-field. We first show:

(a)

If A e A and B G £ then A n B G Q.
For put C = family of all B G Q for which (a) is true (for all A G A);

one easily verifies that C 3 A and satisfies (b') and (e), so C 3 Q, as required.
By repeating the above argument with slight modifications, we deduce from

(a) that:

(ß)

If A, B G d then A n B G £.
Hence

(7)

If P, Q e £ then Q - P G £:

for we now know QC\PeQ, and apply (b') to Q and ßHF.
It follows readily that Q is closed under finite unions, and hence under
countable (not necessarily disjoint) unions; and, being closed under complements,

Q. is a a-field.
5. An explicit isometry for a special case.
5.1. In this section we prove what amounts to a very special case of the
main theorem, in which the compact measure space S is topologically a subset
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of the real line. Suppose, then, that S is a closed subset of the unit interval 7
and that p is a Borel measure on S (necessarily regular) with p(5)=l;
it is
not assumed that p is nonatomic. We consider the measure-theoretic product
(S x 77, p x M) where (77,M) is the measure-theoretic product of N0 copies
of 7, each with Lebesgue measure m. We shall give an explicit construction
to prove:

Theorem.

There is a Borel isometry 0 of (S x 77, p x M) onto (77,M).

That is, 0 is a bijection of S x 77 onto 77 such that <¡>and 0~ * both
take Borel sets to Borel sets, and such that, for every measurable E C S x 77,
M(<p(E))= (p x M)(E). As mentioned in the introduction, though the existence
of such a 0 is well known, we need an explicit construction of it for use in §6.
The following construction may not be the simplest possible, but is in a form
convenient for later work.
5.2. As in §4, it is convenient to extend p to a Borel measure on all of
7, by taking it to vanish outside S. For r G 7 define

d(t)= p[0,o = PC?n [o,0);
then d is an increasing function from 7 to 7, and the considerations of §2
apply to it. Because p(5) = 1 we have(7)

(1)

d_(t) = d(t),

d+(t) = p[0,t].

(However, we shall sometimes write d_ rather than d, for the sake of
notational symmetry.)
In the notation of §2, J(d) is the set of atomic points of (S, p); and,
since I - S is the union of a family of disjoint intervals, open relative to 7, on
each of which d is constant, we have I - S C C(d) C C'(d). Thus

(2)

J(d) U G(d) C S.

From §2 we know that d\G(d) is a strictly increasing (and homeomorphic)
map of G(d) onto G((T~). We shall show that d | G(d) is also measure-preserving; that is,

(3)

p(F) = m(d(E)) for every Borel subset E of G(d).

It is enough to prove (3) when E is of the form G(d) n [0, t], te 7.
Now the definition of G(d) (§2) can be written

(4)

G(d) = (7 - J(d)) - (C'(d) - J(d));

(')

Note that this fits the convention

0, <*+(!) = 1.

at the beginning of §2, which requires

d_(0) =
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and here we have

(5)

p(C'(d)-J(d)) = 0,

because by definition (§2) C'(d) is a union of intervals of the form [ap, bp]
(peK(d)) where d is constant and equal to p on the open interval (ap,bp);
thus

(6)

C'(d)-J(d)=

U

[ap,bp]'

P^K(d)

where the prime denotes that any endpoints (ap or bp) that are in 7(d) are
deleted. For later use we remark that here ap = dj(p) and bp —cT~(p), from
2(13). Now all undeleted endpoints in (6) are p-null; thus (5) follows from (6)
together with the observation that

H(ap,bp) = d_(bp) - d+(ap) = p - p = 0.
From (4) we now have, for t G 7,

(7)

n(G(d) n [0, t] ) = d+(t) - £{p(s)|s G J(d), s < t}.
Again, since d(G(d)) = G(cf~) and d\G(d) is strictly increasing, we have

(8)

¿(G(d)n [0, f] ) = GifT) n [0, d+(0],

where G(cf~) is by definition (7 - C'(cf~)) - J(cT).
J(d*~) is m-null; thus from (8) we obtain

(9)

The countable set

m(d(G(d)n [0, t] )) = d+(t) - m(C'(cT)n [0, d+(0] )•
Now 2(12) shows that C'((T) = \J{[d_(s), d+(s)] \s G J(d)}; here we may

delete the end points without altering ffi-measures, obtaining

m(C'((T) n [0, d+(t)] ) = ¿Z{d+(s) - d_(s)\ s G J(d), s < t)

= E{p(s)Ue/(<0,s<f}.
With (9) and (7) this showsthat (3) holds when E = G(d) n [0, t] ; and hence it
holds generally.
5.3. Now define a function 8 from S x I to 7 by:

8(s, y) « (1 - y)rf_(s) + jtf+(s)

(s G 5, j G 7).

Of course S is B-measurable because d_ and d+ are (being semicontinuous).

Clearly 8(s, 0) = d_(s) = cf(s),S(s, 1) = d+(s), and 0 < d_(s) < S(s, 7) <
d+(s) < 1. It readily follows that
, .

if s.s'es

and s<s'

for all y, z el.

then 5(s, >»)< S(s', z)

SMOOTHING COMPACTMEASURE SPACES
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We observe that

(11)

8(SxI)

= I.

For, from (1) and 2(13),

8(S x {0})= d_(S) = d(I) D I - U {[d_(0, d+(t)] If G J(d)};
and, for each t G 7(d) we have r G S and

5({/}x7)=[d_(0,d+(0],
so (11) follows.
Next we need a formula for 8~x(p) where p G tf(d). We recall that
d~x(p) is an interval, with endpoints ap = d^_(p), bp = d*~(p), and ap,bpe

S U {0, 1}; in fact ap can fail to be in S only if it is 0, and bp can fail
to be in S only if it is 1. Now write

Ap = {1} if ap ej(d),

I if ap es - J(d), 0 if ap G S;

Bp = {0} if bpej(d),

I Ú bpes-

7(d), 0 if fcpG 5.

Then one verifies:

(12) if PeK(d),s-x(p)
Of course 6-1(p)

= ((Sn (flp,bp)) x I) U ({a,} x Ap) U({Z>p}x Bp).
is Borel in S x I (and hence in 7 x 7) for each p G

tf(d). Further, p(flp, bp) = 0 and p{ap} =0 if ap G 7(d), and p{6p} = 0
if bp G 7(d). So (12) showsthat (p x mXS"1^)) = 0 (p G *T(d));and,
because AT(d) is countable, it follows that

(13)

(ptxm)(8-x(K(d))) = 0.
5.4. Now consider the pseudo-inverse d*~ of d; from §2, on defining

7, = G(d~), I2 = 7(d^),

73 = C"(d-) - 7(0,

we have that 7j, 72, 73 are pairwise disjoint Borel sets with union 7. Define
7,-= ô_1(7,) (i = 1, 2, 3); then Tl,T2, T3 are disjoint Borel sets with union

5x7.

(14)

We shall show that

7\ = G(d) x 7, T2= 8-x(K(d)),

T3 = (7(d) x I) - T2.

If (s, x) G G(d) x 7, then d_(s) = d(s) = d+(s) and so 8(s, x) = d(s)
G d(G(d)) = G(d*~), by §2. Conversely,if 8(s, x) = p (say) G Gíd*"), put
so = dj(p) = d*~(p); then s0 G d*~(G(d^)) = G(d), and we show s = s0.
If s<s0 then s<d«_(p); hence (2(5)) d+(s)<p, and it follows that
8(s, x) < p, which is impossible. Similarly s> s0 is impossible; hence s = s0,
and therefore (s, x) G G(d) x 7. This verifies the first assertion in (14).
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Since J(cT~) = K(d) (2(13)), the second assertion is clear. The third is
more troublesome. By the argument used to prove (6), but applied to d*~
instead of d, we have

h= U{[<U0,d+(0]'UG/(d)},
where the prime denotes the endpoints in K(d), if any, are to be removed.
Suppose now that 8(s, x)ei3;
then 8(s, x)e[d_(t),d+(t)]'
for some
t e 7(d). It follows (as in proving the first assertion) that s = t; thus (s, x) G
7(d) x 7 and since 73 is disjoint from 72 we also have (s, x) G 5-1(72) = T2.
Conversely, if (s, x) G (7(d) xT)-T2,
one easily checks that 8(s, x) G C'(cT~) l2 = 73, completing the proof.
A similar calculation gives

(15)

T3 = LKW*',

I*G7(d)},

where Is is 7 with possibly one or both of its endpoints removed. More precisely, the endpoint 0 is removed if and only if d_(s) G K(d), and the end-

point 1 is removed if and only if d+(s) G 7C(d).
It follows easily that
(16)

5|7,3 is a bijection of T3 onto 73.

5.5. Now we define the map 0: S x 77 —>77 as follows. We regard 77
as 7 x 77', where 77' is a copy of 77; thus we have to define 0 on 5 x 7

x 77', which is the union of 3 disjoint Borel sets T¡ x 77' (i = 1, 2, 3). We
define 0 on 7\ x 77' = G(d) x 7 x 77' by
(17)

(¡>(s,xl,x2,x3,

"•)

= (d(s),xl,x2,

'--)eH

(where sCG(d),xlei
and (x2, x3, • • • ) G 77').
To define 0 on T2 x 77', we first note that, for each p G K(d),
8~ (p) x T is an uncountable separable absolute Borel set, so we can choose
[2, p. 450] a Borel isomorphism (that is, a bijection preserving Borel sets both
ways), say i/>p, of 8~x(p) x I onto I. Now if (s, xv x2, • • • ) G T2 x 77'
we have (s, xx) CT2= 8~x(K(d)), so 8(s, x^ = p, say, CK(d). We define
0 on T2 x 77' by:
(18)

^

*1**2>*3>***)=(P.

#p<&*l»*2)»*3»*4»***)

where p = 8(s, Xj).

Finally, on T3 x 77', define
(19)

4>(s,xv x2, x3, -••)

= (8(s,xl),x2,x3,

•••)•

Note that in all three cases the first coordinate of <p(s,Xj, x2, • • • ) is
8(s, xy).
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Then 0 isinjective. For suppose 0(s, xv x2, • • • ) = 0(s', x'v x'2,- • •)«
where s, s' es and xn,x'nei
for « = 1, 2, • • •. Then the first coordinates
8(s, xx) and 8(s', x[) of these points are equal, and belong to some If
(i = 1, 2, 3). By definition of Tt, it follows that both (s, xt) and (s', xj)
are in Tt. If « = 1 here, (17) shows that d(s) = d(s), xl = x[,x2 = x'2, • • •.
Also s, s' G G(d) (by (14)), on which d is injective; thus s = s', as required.
If i' = 2 we again have 8(s, x¡) = 8(s', x[) = p, say, and (18) gives x3 = x'3>
x4 = x'4, • • • , and 0p(s, x,, x2) = i//p(s',x[,x2).
Since 0 isinjective
we have s = s', xt = x'x and x2 = x2 also, again as required. Finally if iB3
the result follows in a similar way from (19) and (16).
Also 0 is surjective. Given y = (yx,y2, • • • ) G77, we have yl el.

for some i =1,2,3.

If i - I, then 0 ^ S^O,)

C G(d) x 7, from (11)

and (14), so there exist s G G(d) and xG7 suchthat (s, x)=yl.
Since d
is continuous at each point of G(d), d(s) = 8(s, x) = yi. Thus cp(s,y2,y3,' • •)
- 0'i»J'2»J'3» * * ') as required. The arguments in the cases i = 2, 3 are
similar. Incidentally this also proves

(20)

<p(TixH')=IixH'

(1=1,2,3).

5.6. Next we show that, for each Borel set E in S x 77, 0(F)

is a Borel

set in 77. It suffices to prove this when E C T( x 77', i = 1, 2, 3. If i"= 1
here, we note that (17) can be written (¡>\Tl x 77' = (d|G(d)) x iH where iH
is the identity map of 77, and this is a homeomorphism. Thus 0(F) is Borel

in 0(7'1 x 77') = 7j x 77', and hence is Borel in 77. If i = 2, we note that
(from (14)) T2 = \J{8~x(p)\p G7C(d)}, a countable union; hence it is enough
to consider the case in which F is contained in a single set 8~x(p) x 77'

(p G K(d)). But on 8~x(p) xH',

from (18), 0 is of the form a x 0p x i',

where a is a constant map, 0p is a Borel isomorphism and /' is an identity
map. Thus again 0(F) is Borel in <p(8~x(p) x 77'), which is itself Borel in
77 (being the set of all points of 77 with first coordinate p). Finally, if
i = 3, we use (15) to reduce the problem to the case in which E C {s} x Is x 77'
for some s G 7(d). On this set, 0 reduces to 8 x iH >, where ô \{s] x 7 is
linear; hence again 0(F) is Borel.
In other words, 0-1 is a Borel measurable bijection between separable
absolute Borel sets; and from this it follows [2, p. 489] that 0 is a Borel isomorphism. (Alternatively, it is easy to verify directly that 0 is Borel measurable,
by arguments similar to the preceding.)
5.7. To conclude the proof of the theorem, we have only to show that 0
is measure-preserving; that is, if F is a Borel subset of S x 77 then M(<j>(E))=

(p x M\E). Again it suffices to do this assuming F C T¡ x 77', i = 1, 2, 3.
For i = 1 we have as above that 0 reduces to (d|G(d)) x iH, where
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both iH and (by (3) above) d | G(d) are measure-preserving.

For / = 2 we note that (p x M\T2 x 77') = 0, from (13), and
0(F2 x 77') = 7(d) x 77' which is M-null because 7(d) is m-null (being countable). Thus M(0(F)) = 0 = (p x M)(E) in this case.
Finally, for i = 3, we may suppose as before that F C {s} x 7S x 77',
where s G 7(d); and it is then enough to show that 8 \{s}x 7S is measure-preserving.
Now if y e I we have that the increasing linear function 8 on {s} x 7 maps
the interval {s} x (0,y) onto the interval (d_(s), (1 -y)d_(s)
+yd+(s)),
with m-measure y(d+(s) - d_(s)) = yp(s), so 8 here preserves measure for
intervals, and thus for Borel sets also; and the proof is complete.
6. A more general isometry.
6.1. In the present section we deduce from the result just obtained a generalization of it which will be the essential step in the transfinite process leading
to the main theorem. We suppose now that F is a compact Hausdorff space
and that S is a closed (hence compact) subspace of R x I such that it(S) =
R, where 7r is the projection map of R x I onto R. We use the same notation as in §4; in particular, for P C R x I and reR,
we write Pf = {te
I\(r, t) e F), and the restriction tt\S is denoted by 9. As in §4, we suppose
that a completed regular Borel measure p is given on S, with p(5) = 1; and
we use X to denote the corresponding completed Borel measure on R (that is,
X = p o 0-1). We recall that an isometry between two measure spaces is a bijection between them that preserves measurability and measure (both ways).

Theorem. Under the above hypotheses, there exists an isometry <£ of
(S x 77, p x M) onto (R x 77, X x M) that "preserves r-fibres"; that is, the
following diagram commutes, where co, cô are the projection maps:

SxH
°y

\*

S

R xH

e\

R

/a

Of course, when R reduces to a singleton, the present theorem reduces to
the previous one.
6.2. Proof.
Apply the disintegration theorem of 4.1 to obtain a Borel
measure pr on each Sr (rCR) with the properties stated in that theorem. For
each rCR, apply the theorem of 5.1 to the measure space (Sr, pr) (of course
Sr is a closed nonempty subset of 7) to obtain a Borel isometry <¡>rof
(Sr x 77, pr x M) onto (77, M), constructed as in §5. Define a map <ï>:

SxH—► F x 77 by
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*fr t, y) = (r, 4>r(t,
y)) (reR,teSr,ye

77).

It is easy to see that <I>is a bijection of S x 77 onto R x 77 that preserves
r-fibres. We next show that $ and <&_' preserve measurability; this is the
only troublesome part of the proof.
6.3. It is convenient to extend pr to a measure (still denoted by pr) on
7, by taking p, to vanish outside Sr (rCR). Define functions D_,D+ from

F x 7 to 7 by

D_(r, t) = P,([0, 0),

D+(r, t) = pr([0, t] )

(te I);

and for convenience write D_ also as D. Of course 0 <7) = D_ <7J>+ < 1.

Note that, for fixed r G R, the function £>,: I —►
7, defined by Z),(0 =
7)(r, 0. is precisely the function denoted in §5 (applied to Sr) by d; and
similarly D+r (where 7>+#.(0 = D+(r, t)) corresponds to d+ in §5, and
D_r to d_. In particular, Dr = D_r and is continuous on the left, for each

rGF.
Define A:Fx7x7—»7by

A(r,t, y) = (1 -.y)D-k 0 +yD+(r, t)
(where rGF, and t, y e I); again for fixed r this reduces to the function
8 of 5.3. More precisely, if Ar(t, y) = A(r, t, y), then 8 corresponds to the
restriction Ar\Sr.

We observe that these functions are Borel measurable. In fact, for each
fixed t, D+(r, t) is a Borel measurable function of r, because D+(r, t) =
Hr(Pr) where P = (R x [0, t] ) n S, and the Borel measurability is guaranteed
by the disintegration theorem (4.1). And for fixed r, D+(r, t) is an increasing
function of t, continuous on the right. So the theorem of 3.2 shows that D+
is Borel measurable; and similar arguments apply to D_ = D and to A.

Thus, on defining A: R x I x I —►
R x I by

A(r, t, y) = (r, A(r, t, y))

(rGR;t,ye

I),

we see from 3.1 that A is also Borel measurable.
6.4. Now for fixed reR
we recall that 0, was defined (in §5, applied
to (Sr, pr)) by means of a decomposition of 7 into 3 disjoint sets 7j, 72,73
and a corresponding decomposition of Sr x I into sets TX,T2,T3 (5.4). We
now rename these sets Iri, Tri (i = 1, 2, 3); thus Tri = 8~x(Ir¡) where 8r
(called S in§5)isAr
restricted to Sr. Now define

thus LX,L2,L3

U, = {{r}x Tri\rCR}

(i = 1, 2, 3) and

£,- = {{/•}x7r/U G F}

(i=l,2,3);

are disjoint sets with union R x I; Ux, U2, U3 are disjoint
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sets with union 5x7,

and U, = (A\S x I)~l(L¡).

From 5(16) we see that

A|ÍT3 is a bijection of U3 onto 73. On using 5(14) and the definitions of
the sets Iri, we see that (in the notation of 3.4)

7, = G *(£>"■).

L2 = J*(D^),

73 = C'*(D+-) - 7*(7T),

Í7, - G*(D) x 7, U2 = (S x I) n A-X(K*(D)), U3 = (J*(D) x I) - U2.
From 3.5 these sets are Borel subsets of F x 7 and S x I respectively. Further,

from 5.(20), $ maps each U¡ x H' onto L¡ x 77' (/ = 1,2, 3), where
77 = 7 x 77'.
We show that 4> and 4>~' are measurable by showing that the restrictions
of <i>to Í7j x77' and U3 x77' are Borel isomorphisms, and that U2 x 77' and
¿2 x77' are both null. For Ux x 77' this is simple; the restriction of <j>tothisset
coincides with D x iH, where iH is the identity map of 77 and D: G*(D)
—*G*(D*') is a bijection, with inverse (D*")~. From §3, both 7) and (D*~)~
are Borel measurable; hence <ï>|í/j x 77' is a Borel isomorphism onto G*(D*~)

x 77' = 7j x 77', as desired.
6.5. On U3 x 77' the situation is less simple. It is easily seen that the
restriction of <E>to f73 x 77 coincides with A x iH>, so it is enough to
verify that A\U3 is a Borel isomorphism. We have already seen that A is
Borel measurable, so we have only to show that A(F) is Borel in F x 7 for
every Borel set F C U3. Now one verifies via 5(15) that U3 = l/j U K2 U V3
where

Vx = J*(D) x (0, 1),
V2 = {(r, t, 0)\r GR.te

J(Dr), D_(r, t) G K(Dr)},

V3 = {(r, t, \)\reR,te

J(Dr), D+(r, t) G K(Dr)};

and these 3 sets are Borel because they are the intersections of U3 with
S x (0, 1), S x {0}, S x {1} respectively. So it is enough to deal with the 3

cases F C V¡, i = 1, 2, 3, separately.
First suppose F C Vx, and that F is of the very special form F =
J*(D) x (0, z), where 0 < z < 1, Let p be a rational number in (0, 1). Keep-

ing p and z fixed for the present, write
tr = 7T(r, p),

¿V=(l

ar = D_(r, tr) = D(r, tr),

- z)D_(r, tr) + zD+(r, tr),

Hpz ={(r,p)\reR,

ar<p<br}.

Then tr, ar, br are Borel measurable functions of r (because D, D_ and D+
axe Borel measurable); thus, from 3.6, 77 is a Borel subset of F x 7. Now,
letting p vary, one readily verifies that
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A(7*(7))x(0,z))=y77pz,
and is therefore a Borel set, as required.
In particular, on taking z = 1, we see that A(VX) is Borel in F x I.
Next suppose that the subset E of Vx is of the form F = A x (0, 1),

where A G B(7*(T>)). It can be checked that in this case A(F) = A(Fj) n
((D*~)~)~X(A), which again is Borel in R x I. Thus A(E) is Borel whenever
F belongs to the a-field of subsets of Vx = J*(D) x (0, 1) generated by the

sets J*(D) x (0, z), A x (0, 1) (0 < z < 1, A G B(7*(7>))); that is, whenever
F is Borel in Vx.
It is not essential for present purposes to verify that A(F) is also Borel
for Borel subsets F of V2 or V3, because it is not hard to see that both

V2 U V3 and A(V2 U V3) are null sets. But this fact (that A|K2 and A|K3
preserve Borel sets) will be needed later; it can be shown as follows. We have
V2 = W2 x {0} where

W2 = {(r, t) e J*(D)\D(r, t) G K(Dr)};
and for (r, t) G W2 we have A(r, t, 0) = (r, L\r, t)) = D(r, t). Thus to deal
with A| V2 it is enough to show that D\ W2 preserves Borel sets. Now, for
each rational p in (0, 1), write

Xp = U {W x D(r, D~(r, p))\r G R, D*~(r,p) G 7(7),)};
we first show that X

is Borel (in

F x 7). To do this, keeping

p fixed, we

put tr = D^(r, p), ar = D(r, tr), B = {r G F [f, G /(7J>r)}, ^ = {(r, ar)\r G F}.
As before, tr and a, are Borel measurable functions of r, and therefore A
and F are Borel sets in R x I, R respectively. But it is easy to see that
Xp = A n (B x I), a Borel set as asserted.
Now we let p vary, and put Q =UP Xp —K*(D); this is also a Borel subset of F x 7. A straightforward (though tedious) verification will check that
D\W2 is a bijection of W2 onto Q, with inverse map (7>"~)~Iß.' Since
(D*~)~ is known to be Borel measurable, it follows that D(E) is Borel for
every Borel E C W2. This deals with V2, and the argument for V3 is

similar.
6.6. We have now checked that 4>, restricted to (Ux U U3) x 77', is a
Borel isomorphism (onto (Lx U 73) x 77'); we next show that this restriction
is measure-preserving. Suppose F is a Borel subset of (Ux U U3) x 77'; then
4>(F) is a Borel subset of F x 77, and by Fubini's theorem its measure is

(Xx MXHE))=fR M($(F)r)dX(0,
where

<i>(E)r= {hCH\ (r, h) e 4»(F)}= 0,(F,),
where
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Er= {(t,h)eixH\(r,t,h)eE).
Since Er C Sr x 77, the fact that 0, is an isometry (of (Sr x 77, pr x M) onto

(77,M)) gives

(X x M)@(E))= Xj (pr x J^W'),
which by Fubini's theorem again (all sets arising here being Borel) equals

Íh{Ír vJßrnW<r\w.ti).
where
FrA = {rG7|(r,r,

ft)GF}.

Thus, from the properties of p, provided by the theorem of 4.1, we have

(X x MW*E))= fH p(Eh)dM(h),
where

Eh = {(r, 0 G F x 7|(r, f, A) G F} C S;
and so, finally, (X x M)(®(E)) = (p x Af)(F), as required.
6.7. Finally, to show that <j>and $~ * (unrestricted) preserve measurability and measure, it now suffices to verify that both U2 x 77' and $(U2x 77')
are null. Now the same reasoning as in 6.6, applied to F = U2 x 77', gives

(X x M\$(U2 x 77')) = (p x MXU2 x 77').
But $(t/2 x 77') = 72 x 77' = 7*(7T) x 77'; so, for fixed reR

and h' G 77'

the section [tei\(r,
t, h') G <í>(í/2x 77')} is just J(D^), which is countable
and therefore m-null. Thus one last application of Fubini's theorem shows
(X x My$>(U2 x 77')) = (p x M)(U2 x 77') = 0, and the proof is complete.
6.8. For later use, we note the following sharpening of the above theorem
for the special case in which S ■ F x 7. (It would be interesting to know
whether it is valid in general.)

Theorem. If S —R x 7 in the theorem of 6.1, then the isometry <i>
can be taken to be a Borel isometry.
That is, we can arrange that, in addition to the properties of $ specified
in the theorem of 6.1, i> and 4>_1 also take Borel sets to Borel sets. This has
already been verified for the restrictions of $ to Ux x 77' and U3 x 77'
(and their inverses), so it is enough to deal with $ on (72 x 77'. We have seen
that both U2 x 77' and its image £2 x 77' are null sets, so all that remains
is to adjust <ï>on U2 x 77' so that it becomes a Borel isomorphism of

U2 x 77' onto ¿2 x 77'. To do this, recall (6.4) that
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U2 = \J{{r}xTr2\reR}

where

Tr2 = 8~x(Ir2);

L2 = 7*(7T) = K*(D); and (6.2) Sir, t, x) = (r, <pr(t,x)) where, for (t, x) G
r2r x 77', we have (from 5(18)) <¡>r(t,x) = (p, \¡Jpr(t,xl,x2),x3, • • • ) where
p = A(r, i, x,) = (1 - Xl)D_(r, t) + xxD+(r, t) G K(Dr) = /(XT) = Tr2,
and where 0pr is a Borel isomorphism of 8~x(p) x I onto 7. So far, 0
has been chosen arbitrarily and independently for each r (and p); and this is
basically why <i>at present need not be a Borel isomorphism. Now, using the
fact that here S = R x 7, we shall specify the maps 0pr in a more uniform
way.
For fixed r G F we have (from 5(12) applied to Sr, which now = 7)

that, for peir2=

J(D^) = K(Dr),

&71<P)= ((«p. bp) * O U ({ap} x ¿p) U ({ôp} x Bp)
where ap = D^(p), bp = 7)^(p) and Ap = {1} if apej(Dr),
I otherwise;
Fp = {0} if bp eJ(Dr), I otherwise.
Note that 8~x(p) consists of the rectangle (ap, bp) x I together with
part of its boundary, and that there are 4 cases, depending on whether or not
J(Dr) contains a

and/or bp. Corresponding to these 4 cases, we define

r, = K*(D) nECF,
Y3 » (K*(D) -E)C\F,

Y2= (K*(D) n E) - F,
r4 = K*(D) -(EU

where F = ((D^)~)-x(J*(D)) and F= ((/TD"1

F),

(/*(/>)). Thus ^Jj,

y3, 74 are disjoint Borel sets with union K*(D) = L2. On writing X, =
(A)-1(^) 0=1. 2, 3, 4) we have that XX,X2,X3, X4 are disjoint Borel
sets with union (A)_1(72) = U2.
Corresponding to the four kinds of rectangles arising above, we consider
four standard rectangles:

Z, = (0, 1) x 7 together with the vertices (0, 1) and (1,0);
Z2 = (0, 1) x 7 together with the vertex (0, 1) and the edge {1} x 7;
Z3 = (0, 1) x 7 together with the vertex (1, 0) and the edge {0} x 7; and
Z4 = 7 x 7.

The product of each Z( with 7 is Borel isomorphic to 7, and we choose
a fixed Borel isomorphism 0' of Z¡ x 7 onto 7 (/' = 1, 2, 3, 4). We now
specify 0pr to be the specific Borel isomorphism (of 8~x(p) x I onto 7)
obtained by scaling the appropriate 0' appropriately; that is,
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0pr(í, xt, x2) = 0'((i - ap)l(bp - ap), xx, x2)
where (r, p) EYt 0 = 1, 2, 3, 4), (r, xt) G ô"1^) and, as above, ap =
A_0", p) and bp = D*~(r,p). (Of course bp > ap because p G 7(7JT~).)
The effect is to specify <ï>on U2 x 77' = U *_x X¡ x 77' as follows:
For (r, 0 e */ and (Xj, x2, • • •) G 77', <ï>(r,t, xp x2, • • • ) = (r, p, q, x3,
x4, • • • ) where (r, p) = A(r, t, xt)

(that is, p = A(r, t, xx)) and

9 = 0<((r_ 7)^(r, p))/(7T(r, p) - 7)^(r, p))).
Thus, as a composition of Borel measurable functions, $> is now Borel measurable on each X¡ x 77', and so on U2 x 77'.
A routine calculation shows that the inverse map $>- ' on 72 x 77' =

U jL ! Yi x 77' is now given by: For (r, p)GY¡
$-x(r,p,y2,y3,

•••)

= (r, xx,x2,x3,y3,y4,

xt = (1 - rr^'r^y^D^r,
^2 =7riW'r102)),

and (y2, y3, • • • ) G 77',
•••)

where

yx) +n ^W)-1^)^^

J',).

^3 = ^((^,'r10'2)))

where 7Tj, 7r2,7t3 denote the projection maps of the unit cube 7x7x7
onto
its respective coordinate spaces. Thus <ï>-1 is also Borel measurable, and the
proof is complete.

7. Some properties of pseudo-isometries.
7.1. The definition of a pseudo-isometry, from one measure space to
another, was given in § 1; as remarked there, it can be rephrased as follows (with
a further slight change of notation). A pseudo-isometry 0 from (X, B, p) to
(X\ B', p') is just an isometry (= point-isometry) from (X, C, p) to
(X', B\ p'), where C is a a-subfield of B that is "full" in the sense of including at least one member of each measure class. From this it is easy to see that
the composition of two pseudo-isometries is a pseudo-isometry.
7.2. In this paragraph, all measures considered are to be finite and complete
with respect to null sets. We first note some familiar measure-theoretic facts.

Suppose 0,.: (X¡, B¡,p,) —>(X¡, B-, p-) is
(1)

suchthat

4>~x preserves measurability and measure

(í = 1, 2); then the same is true of (0X x 02)_I.
Here, of course, (¡>l x <p2 denotes the usual product map of Xx x X2
in X[ x X2, and these produce spaces are given the product measures.

Consequently the Cartesian product of two isometries
is an isometry.
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Also it is easy to show by standard methods that:

,3)

If C, is a full a-subfieldof B,- in (1) 0=1,2),
then Cj x C2 is a full a-subfield of Bt x B2.
Here, as in 3.1, Cx x C2 and Bi x B2 denote the usual product a-fields.

It follows immediately that
fA\

The Cartesian product of two pseudo-isometries is
a pseudo-isometry.

Remark. All these results extend to products of arbitrarily many factors
(assuming each of them has measure 1), but we shall not need this.
13. The following result about extending pseudo-isometries will play an
essential part in the next section. (It will also be generalized later, in §10.) We
suppose, as in §§4 and 6, that F is a compact Hausdorff space, 5 is a closed
subset of F x 7 such that rr(5) = F, where n : R x I—>-F is the projection
map; further, p is a completed finite regular Borel measure on 5, and X is
the corresponding measure on R. Let A be an arbitrary (nonempty) index
set, and let HA denote the measure-theoretic product U{Ha\aeA], where
each Ha is a copy of 77; we give HA the usual product measure MA. It
should be observed that, although MA is usually defined as a completed Baire
measure, it can be equally regarded as a completed Borel measure because all
open subsets of HA are MA -measurable (see [6, Corollary to Theorem 4, p. 993]
for the equivalent statement about (Ia , mA)). In the following theorem it is
understood that all product spaces have the usual product measures (completed
with respect to null sets), the factors F, S, 77 havingmeasures X,p,M respectively.

Theorem. Given a pseudo-isometry 0 of R x HA onto HA, there
exists a pseudo-isometry 0 of S x HA x H onto HA x 77 making the
following diagram commute, where cj and ¿5 are the projection maps.

S xHA xH-^-+HA

F x 77^ -»

x 77

77^

(The map oj is perhaps not self-explanatory; it is given by cj(s, x, y) =

fT(s), x), where s G S,x eHA ,y G 77.)
Proof.

Let i> be the isometry of S x 77 onto F x 77 given by the

theorem of 6.1. Note that $(r, t, y) (where (r.t)eSCRxI
and y G 77)
has first coordinate r; we may therefore write it as (r, <frr(t,y)) where
$r(t, y) G 77. Define 0 by
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©(r, t, x, y) = (0(r, x), %(t, y))
(where r G F, t G 5r-that is, (r, OGS-and

xGHA,yGH).

Then 0 maps

S x T7"4 x 77 into HA x 77, and it is easy to check that the above diagram
commutes. To show that 0 is a pseudo-isometry (onto), consider four maps

0„ (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) defined as follows:
0j = (0 x i): R x HA x 77—* HA x 77, where í is the identity map
on 77;
02 : F x 77 x HA —►F x T7'4 x 77 interchanges the last two factors;
that is 62(r, y, x) = (r, x, y);
03 = ($ x j): S x 77 x HA —►F x 77 x T7"4, where / is the identity map
of HA;
04 : S x HA x 77 —* S x H x HA again interchanges the last two factors.
Note that 0 3(r, t, y, x) = (r, 3>r(r,y), x) where r G Sr (that is, (r, t)

eS),xeHA

and ;yG77.

It is easy to see that 0 = 0X o d2 ° 03 o Q^. Now clearly 02, 04 are
isometries; so is 03, as a product of two isometries, by (2). And 0,, as the
product of a pseudo-isometry and an isometry, is a pseudo-isometry by (4).
Hence, by 7.1, the composition 0 is a pseudo-isometry, as required.
Remark. As the proof shows, if 0 here is actually an isometry, then

so is 0.
8. The main theorem.
8.1. In this section we prove the main theorem of this paper:
Theorem. Given a compact Hausdorff space S, say of weight w, and
a completed regular Borel measure p on S such that p(S) = 1, there exists
a pseudo-isometry 0 of the measure-theoretic product (S, p) x (7*",mw) onto
(Iw, mw), where mw is the usual product measure derived from Lebesgue
measure m on 7.(8)
What we shall actually prove is the equivalent assertion that there exists a
pseudo-isometry 0 of (S, p) x (Hw, Mw) onto (HW,MW).
By standard topology, S is homeomorphic to a subspace of the product
space 7W. Thus we may (and do) assume S C Iw; of course the measure p
on S has in general no relation to mw.
The presence of so many product spaces requires a fairly systematic notation. We regard Iw as Ia = U {Ia\a G A} where A is an index set of

(8) For alternative topological hypotheses on S under which the theorem is true,
see the end of 9.1 below.
-•
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cardinal w. For each B C A we write nB for the projection map of Ia onto
IB; that is, regarding Ia as consisting of the functions from A to 7, as
usual, irB restricts them to B. If C C B C A we put rr8, = projection map
from IB onto Ie. We write 0B for ttb\S,Sb for 0B(S) = iiB(S),6B for

■n°\SB. Note that 0C = 0° ° 0fl.
We write ps for the completed regular Borel measure induced on SB
by projection; thus

pB(E) = p(0- ' (F)) = p(S n (F x 7^-*)),
for each Borel (or measurable) set E CSB.

It follows easily that:
If CCfiCi4,
(2)

the inverse of the projection map

6B: (SB, pB) —►(Sc, pc) preserves measurability
and measure.
Similarly we regard 77w as Ft4 ; we use âB, ¿S8, to denote the projec-

tion maps 77^ —►
77s, 77B —>77e (where C C B C A). As remarked in 7.3,
the product measure MB on HB (where M = m °) is a complete regular
Borel measure. Of course, the analogs of (1) and (2) hold for the measures MB
and projection maps ¿5s

8.2. Now let P be the family of all ordered pairs (B, 0) where 0 =£
BCA and 0 is a pseudo-isometry of (SB, pB) x (HB,MB) onto (HB,MB).
Define a partial order on P by:

(C, 0) < (B, 0) if and only if CCB and the
following diagram commutes:

(3)

SBxHB-^HB

6BxâB

J

|d£

5cx77c-^>77c
(Note that if C = B and (3) holds then 0 = 0.) One sees at once, on drawing
the diagrams, that this does define a partial order (that is, is transitive).
We use Zorn's Lemma to deduce the existence of a maximal element of P
First we note

(4)

P* 0.

For choose any a0G.4, and take B = {a0}; then 5^ is a compact
subset of Ia = 7. The theorem of 5.1 gives a pseudo-isometry (in fact a Borel
isometry) 0 of (SB, pB) x 77 onto 77; and since we can identify 77 with

HB here, we have (B, 0) G P.
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Next, let L = {(F^, 0j)|| G 2} be a (nonempty) totally ordered subfamily
of P; we construct an upper bound for L in P. Put F = U{Fç|| G 2},

and define 0: 5S x FB —>Fß

as follows. Given sG5s,xG77B

and 0 G F,

there exists £ G 2 such that ß G B^ ; choose any such %, and put y» = /3th
coordinate of the point 0£(^ (s), ¿Ss (x)) G 77 {. Then y0 is independent
of the choice of %; for if also ß G Bv where r¡ G 2 we may assume without
loss of generality that (F^, 0£) < (F^, <Pn); and the assertion follows on applying
the commutativity of the diagram in (3).
We define 0(s, x) to be the point of HB for which the /3th coordinate
is yp (ß e B). Because y is independent of the choice of % above, we
readily verify that

(5)

¿5f (0(s, x)) = 0£(tt| (s), âB (x)) for all %G 2, s G SB,x G77B.

Thus, once it is shown that 0 is a pseudo-isometry of SB x 77s onto HB, it

will follow that (B, <¡>)ep and that (F?, 0t) < (F, 0) for all £ G 2, as
required. To verify that 0 is a pseudo-isometry as stated, we first check that
0 is surjective. Given yCHB,
there is for each £ G 2 a unique (sj,x£)G

SB x HB such that 0j(s£( Xj) = £>f (». If 7?G 2 is such that (F£, 0f) <
(Bv,$n) we see from (3) that s£ and s^ have the same/3th coordinate for
each |3GFj, and similarly for Xj and xn. We thus obtain well-defined points

seSB,xCHB,

suchthat 0| (s) = s? and ¿5B (x) = x? for all ? G 2. It

is now easy to see that <p(s,x) = y.
Similarly it is a straightforward matter to check that 0 is injective.
Next we show:

If F G 77B is measurable, then so is <f X(E) C SB x 77s,

^

and (¡iB xMB)(0-'(F))

= MB(F).

First suppose F is a Borel "cylinder set" on a finite number of coordinates;
that is, F = (&>B)~l(Ec) = Ec x HB~C where C is a finite (nonempty) subset of F, and where Ec is a Borel subset of 77c. Each ß G C is in some
F£; and the resulting finite set of members (F?, 0f) of L has a greatest
member, say (Bn, 0n). Thus C C Bn, and F is of the form (c3s )_1(Fn)
where F^ is a Borel subset of 77s. Hence (<pv)~x(E^) = Fn say, is a
measurable subset of SD x 7i *>, with
Bn

QiBit x M8*)^)

= M\EV)

= MB(E).

Now it is easy to see that <I>~X(E)
= (6§ x ¿5f )-1(Fn).
V

r?

From (2), (0| )_1
d

,

1

preserves measurability and measure, and the same is true of (<SB ) . Thus
(cf. 7(1)) the same is also true of (dS x côf )"*; which shows that <I>~X(E)
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is measurable and that (jiB x MB)(<TX(E)) = (ßB x MBri)Fn = MB(E).
The family of all measurable sets F C 77s for which (6) is true, being a
a-field (from 4.4), thus contains the Baire sets in 77s. But every Ms-null set is
contained in a null Baire set, so that (6) is also true for null sets, and thus holds
unrestrictedly.
Next we show:

Given a measurable set D CSB x 77s, there exists

(7)

a measurable set D' CSB x 77s, differing from D
by a null set, such that 0(7?') is measurable (in

(77s, MB)).
Again we first show this when D is a Borel cylinder set on a finite number
of coordinates. More precisely (recalling that SB C 7s) we require D to be of
the form (0s, )~l(Dx) x (äB )~X(D2), where Cv C2 are finite subsets of
B, and where DX,D2 are Borel subsets of HCi,HC2 respectively. As before,
we have Cx U C2 C F£ for some %G 2, and D can be written as

T?= (Ö^£r1(F)x(c3sp-1(F)
where F, F are Borel subsets of SB , 77s
respectively. Because 0* is a
pseudo-isometry, there exists a measurable set G in SBt x n £ such that G
D
Ç
differs from E x F by a (p.By x M «)-null set and 0£(G) is measurable (in
(tAms*)). Nowdefine D' = (0| x ¿5s )~X(G); it follows as before (in proving
(6)) that D' is measurable and differs from D by a null set. A routine calculation shows that 0(7)') = 0{(G) x 77s_sí, which is measurable. Thus (7)
holds for D of this special form. Hence it holds for the a-field generated by
these sets; that is, for the Baire sets in SB x 77s. But, by a standard property
of regular Borel measures, every measure class in SB x 77s contains a Baire
set, so (7) follows in full generality.
This proves that 0 is indeed a pseudo-isometry from SB x 77s onto HB,
and thus that (B, 0) is an upper bound for L in P.
8.3. By Zorn's Lemma, P therefore has a maximal element, say (C, 0).
We now show that C = A, thus establishing that 0 is a pseudo-isometry of
S x Hw onto 77w as required.

Suppose a G A - C; put F = C U {a}, S' = nB(S) = SB,R = ttc(S) =
Sc. We apply the theorem of 7.3 to the pseudo-isometry 0: F x 77c —>-77c.
Note that the hypotheses of that theorem apply here: F is a compact Hausdorff
space, S' is a closed subset of F x 7a, projecting (under nß) onto all of
F; and, because of (2) above, the measures pc on S' and pB on F are
appropriately related. We therefore obtain a pseudo-isometry 0 of
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S' x 77e x 77a onto 77e x 77a-that is, of SB x 77s onto 77s-making
the diagram
Sn x 77s -2+ 77s
eBx*B

*Bc

SçxHC^h
commute. Thus (F, 0) G P, and (C, 0) is strictly < (B, 0). This contradicts
the maximality of (C, 0) and establishes the theorem
9. A Baire isomorphism theorem.
9.1. The theorem of 8.1 gives a pseudo-isometry 0; as pointed out earlier,
0 can be regarded as an isometry if one replaces the a-field of measurable sets
in S by a suitable (full) a-subfield. There is a certain lack of precision here;
it would be interesting to know whether 0 can be chosen so as to be an isometry
(without this replacement). Even more, can 0 be made to be a Borel isometry?
While these questions remain unanswered, we are able to show that, under rather
different topological assumptions about S, it can be arranged that 0 is a
Baire isometry—that is, both 0 and 0_1 take Baire sets to Baire sets of the
same measure. The theorem is as follows.

Theorem. Suppose S is Baire isomorphic to a product 7W of unit
intervals, and that p is a Baire measure on S with p(S) = l.(9) Then there
exists a Baire isometry 0 of (S, p) x (7W, mw) onto (Iw, mw).
As a corollary, the theorem applies if S is topologically a Baire set (not
necessarily compact) in Iw,w>l.
For if w < N0, S is then a separable
absolute Borel set, and is therefore Borel (= Baire) isomorphic to 7 (unless S
is countable, in which case the conclusion of the theorem holds trivially). And
if w> N0, S is homeomorphic to S' x Iw where S' is a separable absolute
Borel set, so that S' x I is Baire isomorphic to 7 and S is Baire isomorphic

to r.
The theorem also applies, for example, when S is topologically the
product of w separable absolute Borel sets—openintervals or Cantor sets, for
instance.

Of course, in these examples (as in the theorem) the measure p is to be a
Baire measure. We could instead suppose p to be extended to a regular Borel
measure in the above theorem; then 0 becomes a pseudo-isometry, and we
obtain a variant of the theorem of 8.1 under alternative topological hypotheses
on S.
(9) A "Baire isomorphism" is a bijection preserving Baire sets both ways.
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9.2. In proving the above theorem, we may assume that S = Iw (though
the measure p is of course unrelated to mw). The proof now consists in going
over the entire argument leading to the theorem of 8.1, in the case S = Iw, and
checking that with suitable modifications it now ensures that Baire sets behave
properly. The point is that, because now S = Iw, the spaces SB arising in the
argument of §8 will themselves be products of intervals; thus the earlier results will
be needed only for products of intervals, and the resulting topological simplifications
will enable us to deal with the Baire sets. We now describe the necessary modifications in more detail, reverting to the notation previously used (so that the symbol
S will temporarily lose the meaning given to it above).
The results of §3, which were previously used to guarantee Borel measurability in the later constructions, will now be used to guarantee Baire measurability;
no change in § 3 is needed for this. We shall need the disintegration theorem of
§4 only when S = F x 7, and in this case (or more generally if S is a compact
Baire subset of F x 7) we replace the word "Borel", applied to sets, measures
and measurability, by the word "Baire" throughout §4 (note that a finite Baire
measure is automatically regular). With this replacement, the argument in §4
needs only two slight modifications. First, in the proof of equation (2) (in 4.2),
we must now ensure that n(F) is a Baire (rather than merely Borel) set. To do
this, note that F can now be taken to be a countable union of zero-sets, and
that n takes zero-sets to zero-sets (as one can show via the fact that zero-sets
coincide with closed G6 sets). Second, in proving (a) in 4.3, we need to know
that {rCR \ar G F} is a Baire set; this is now trivial, because now ar = 0

for all 7-GF.
In the situation dealt with in §5 the notions "Baire" and "Borel" are
synonymous, so no alteration is needed. We shall need the result of §6 only
when S = R x I; in this case, it was shown in 6.8 that the isomorphism <i>
(of 6.1) can be taken to be a Borel isometry. By replacing "Borel" throughout
the proof by "Baire", we obtain a proof of the corresponding theorem giving a
Baire isometry in 6.1 (when S = F x 7 and p is a Baire measure on S).
The extension theorem of 7.3 will likewise be needed only when S = F x 7;
and in that case we need to know that, if 0 is a Baire isometry, then 0 can
be taken to be a Baire isometry too. This is shown by the proof in 7.3, which
(granted that S = F x 7) needs no alteration.
Now, assuming S = Iw, we turn to the argument in §8, of course replacing the Borel measures by Baire measures throughout. Note that now SB =

IB and 0s = nB, in the notation of 8.1. The family P (8.2) will now consist of all ordered pairs (F, 0) where 0=£BCA
and 0 is a Baire isometry
of (SB,pB)x(HB,MB)
onto (HB,MB). The partial ordering of P will be
the same as before (8(3)). The proof, in 8.2, that Zorn's Lemma is applicable is
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unchanged, except that it must now be shown that 0 is a Baire isometry; in
other words, 8(6) must be replaced by:

If F C 77s is a Baire set, then so is 0_ X(E) CSB x 77s
(=7S x77s); and (pB x MB)(<p~x(E))- MB(E);

and 8(7) is to be replacedby:
If D is a Baire set in SB x 77s, then 0(7)) is a
Baire set in 77s.
Now (6') follows by essentially the same argument as that used to prove (6)
in 8.2 (the argument is now even a little simpler, as only Baire sets have to be
considered). And the proof of (7') is similar to that of (6') (and simpler than

that of (7) in 8.2).
Thus, as before, P has a maximal element (C, 0); and it follows that
C = A by substantially the same reasoning as in 8.3; note that we need the Baire
analog of the theorem of 7.3 here only in the case S' = F x 7a, for which it
has been shown above to be valid. This completesthe proof of the present theorem.

10. An isomorphism theorem for maps.
10.1. We conclude the paper by deducing from the previous work a theorem
on "smoothing" continuous maps with measure-preserving inverses; roughly
speaking, while such a map need not be isomorphic to a projection (from a product of intervals to a subproduct), its product with a suitable projection is
isomorphic to a projection. The resulting theorem includes the theorem of 8.1,
and may be regarded as a generalization of the extension theorem of 7.3

Theorem. Suppose R, S are compact Hausdorff spaces, and 0 is a continuous map of S onto R. Let p be a complete regular Borel measure on S,
with p(5)=l,
and let X be the (complete regular Borel) measure on R
induced by 9 (that is, X = p°0-1).
Then there exist index sets A, B, with
the following properties: (i) 0¥=BCA;
(ii) there exists a pseudo-isometry 0
of (R x 7s, X x mB) onto (7s, m8); (iii) for every such 0 there exists a
pseudo-isometry 0 of (S x Ia , p x nr4 ) onto (Ia , mA ) such that the
following diagram commutes, where n denotes the projection map of Ia onto

7s:
SxIA^+IA
e x ti

R x7s^+7s

v
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10.2. We first prove the above theorem in a special case. Suppose F C 7s
and S C Ia, where F is an arbitrary infinite subset of an arbitrary infinite set
A ; and suppose 0 = it | S, where u is the projection map from Ia to 7s.
By the theorem of 8.1 applied to F, we get a pseudo-isometry 0 of the measuretheoretic product (F x X) x (Iw, mw) onto (Iw, mw) where w is the weight
of F. Trivially w can be replaced by any larger cardinal; thus we may replace
(Iw,mw) throughout by (7s, m8), or equivalently by (HB,MB). Referring
to the argument in 8.2, we then have (B, 0) G P, and by Zorn's Lemma there is
therefore, for any such 0, a maximal element (C, 0) of P such that (F, 0) <
(C, 0). But the argument in 8.3 shows as before that C = A. Thus 0 is a
pseudo-isometry making the diagram
SxHAjL+HA
e x nB

"B

R x HB -^Hl

B

commute. Since HA and 77s are the "same" as Ia and 7s, this proves
the theorem in this case.
10.3 In the general case, we first define suitable sets A, B. Take A to be
the set of all continuous maps a: S —►7, C to be the set of all continuous

maps c: R—+1, and F to consist of those continuous maps c: S—>I that
are expressible as b=c°9,
where c G C. Trivially BCA and F is infinite.
There is a natural bijection 9* of C onto F, given by 0*(c) = c°0,
and 0*
induces a homeomorphism £ of Ie onto IB (sending the point x: C—*■I of

Ie to the point y: B -* I of IB for which y(b) = x(9*~i(b)), b G F).
Let e be the evaluation map of F into Ie; that is, for each r G F,
e(r) is the point x: C —►7 of 7C for which x(c) = c(r), c e C. It is well
known that e is a homeomorphism. Similarly the evaluation map e of 5
into Ia is a homeomorphism. Write

Sx=e'(S)CIA,

Rx=H(e(R))CIB,

where vr is the projection map of Ia

onto 7s.

91=ti\Sx,
Observe that the diagram

S-^-*Sx

R^RX
commutes, and that all maps in it are surjective. The maps e', %° e are homeomorphisms, and we use them to transfer the measures p on S and X on F
to measures p, on Sx and X, on F,; that is, px(E) —p(e'~lE) for each
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Borel set F C Sx, and similarly for X1. Using the commutativity of the above
diagram, we see that Xj is precisely the measure po0~*
induced on F, by
•iAgain, on writing /, / for the respective identity maps on Ia, 7s, we
see from the commutativity of the above diagram that the diagram
Sx Ia

e' X<> Sx x Ia

e x n

rIib£^JrxIib
also commutes.
Now the special case considered in 10.2 applies to the measure spaces
(Fj, Xj), (Sx, p ) and the map 6 ; so we get the existence of pseudo-isometries

0p 0j making the diagram
Sx x Ia —î-> Ia

F, xIB—±-*I
commute. Combining this with the previous diagram, and defining 0 =
0 o (e x i), 0 = 0 o ((£ o e) x j), we have the commuting diagram required by
the theorem, once it is verified that 0 and 0 are pseudo-isometries. But e x i
and (Í- » e) x j are isometries, from the way in which px and Xj were defined; so the result follows from 7.1.
All that remains is to note that every pseudo-isometry 0, of (F x 7s,
X x m8) onto (7s, mB), can arise here, since we have only to take 0, =
0° ((£ ° e) x f)~l, which is a pseudo-isometry of Rx x 7s onto 7s because
of 7.1 again.
10.4. It would be interesting to know whether a satisfactory Baire analog
of this theorem is valid. The following very special result can be obtained by a
straightforward adaptation of the argument in 10.2: Suppose F = 7s and
S = Ia (where F C A and is infinite), and that 9 = n, the projection map
from Ia to 7s. Let p be a Baire measure on S, with p(5)=l,
and let
X = p o 0-1. Then there exist Baire isometries 0 of (F x 7s, X x m8) onto
(I8,m8) and 0 of (S x Ia, p x nr4) onto (Ia, mA), making the diagram
S xIA

Ia

F x7s

7s

commute; moreover, for every such 0, a corresponding 0 exists.
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The hypotheses here would have to be considerably relaxed before the
method of 10.3 could be applied to generalize the result further.
Added in proof. The proof of the disintegration theorem of §4 can be
considerably shortened. After defining /(77, r) (p. 12), put u (r) =
inf{/(Fn[0,r])|r
rational, \>t>x\
(xG7, rCR). One can take pr, for
reR -N" (where TV" is a suitable null set), to be the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure on 7 defined by u (r), and verify that this works. (On N", p is defined

as before, p. 15.)
This theorem can also be deduced from a general disintegration theorem due
to M. Valadier (Desintegration d'une mesure sur un produit, C. R. Acad. Sei. Paris
276 (1973), 33-35). Other, independent proofs of the general theorem have
been given by S. Graf and by the author. I am grateful to Dr. Graf for calling

my attention to Valadier's proof, and for showing me his own.
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